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Arabah. 

                                                           March 22nd 1931. 
 
Dear Mother. 
 
          I sent off Father’s shoes this week.  
there was a great fuss & filling in of forms & I hope 
they will arrive safely. 
 
          My brushes came yesterday, they were  
in perfect condition. I like the smart box they  
were packed in. Please thank Father very  
much for getting them for me, they are exactly  
what I want, Amice thought she had got the  
smallest brushes made. but now she considers 
comparisons are odious!!! 
 
          We have got a man with a burnt  
leg to dress now. he put his leg in a pit of  
quick lime. & it is burnt up to the knee.  
we are using a new treatment the ship’s doctor  
told us about, first. carron oil to remove  
all dirt & foreign matter, after 12 hours  
the oil dressing is taken off, all loose skin  
is cut away & the raw surface washed firt first  
with turpentine & then with ether. to remove  
all trace of oil. then cotton soaked in 
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tannic acid is packed on all the burnt area  
& kept wet for 24 hours. the acid hardens  
the raw skin or the flesh is/<f> the burn is deep &  
saves all the awful business of dragging off  
stuck dressings. after the acid. just ordinary  
vaseline dressings are used to promote healing.  
It seems very satisfactory so far. we removed  
the tannic acid dressing this morning. & the  
lesser burnt areas were quite dry. in two places  
on the calf & the heel. all the skins are burnt  
through & a small portion of the tendronsic casing  
exposed. these surfaces are bleeding a little  
but not forming matter & the vaseline rags  
do not stick, so it ought to heal quickly.  
We have a splendid way of preparing dressings  
we just heat vaseline in a pan over the  
primus & soak the lint in it, 
 
          The man is very plucky & never makes a moan  
even when he was being skinned, we thought  
he looked a bit queer, so got Nannie to make him  
a cup of strong tea, but he refused to drink it 
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until we had finished, because he thought it would  
be disrespectful. He comes on a donkey with a  
friend to help him, itssic such a business getting  
him mounted as he cannot put his foot to the  
ground. the poor donkey nearly capsisedsic. 
 
          The donkey I ride now is a lady  
& she has a baby, yesterday it came with us,  
& galloped & kicked up its heels all over the place.  
it is a darling, baby donks are so pretty & so full  
of fun & mischief 
 
          This is all the news this time.  
it seems strange to hear of snow in your letters  
when we are having it so hot here. in Cairo  
it was 97 in the shade, & as it is several degrees  
hotter here we must have been very near 100.  
I dontsic think I need a new sponge this time, the  
one I have is still perfect.  
 
          Lots of love to you both, also 
to Pat & Mrs Childs 
          Your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle. 
 


